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Abstract 

Conventional routing protocols such as RIP, OSPF, EIGRP and BGP have a very 

rigid and intricate system thus narrowing the adaptability of networks to the ever 

changing Internet, the emergence of Software Defined Networking (SDN) provides a 

solution for this problem. Due to the handiness of a centralized controller, SDN has 

provided an effective method in terms of routing computation and fine control over data 

packets. Due to the increase in unpredicted failures taking place the ability to predict/ 

know the approximate maximum time it takes for these networks to converge in order to 

avoid and/or minimize loss of packets/data during these failures has become crucial in 

today's world. This time that the routers in the network take to converge via the 

implemented routing protocol to resume communication or transfer of information again 

is called the routing convergence time. 

In this thesis, the performance is evaluated by measuring the routing convergence 

time during link failure with respect to the topology scale of the networks to show that 

SDN routing/forwarding is better compared to conventional routing. Further the results 

indicate that the routing convergence time is less in SDN networks on comparison with 

conventional networks when the topology scale is increased, indicating that SDN 

networks converge faster during link/node failures in comparison with Conventional 

networks and that routing convergence time is greatly influenced with the changing 

topological size/increasing network size. I believe that this work can throw light upon 

many advantages in SDN with regards to faster convergence during failures in contrast 

to archaic conventional networks.
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 Introduction 

The Internet has a very deep relationship in every nook and corner of our lives. 

The routing protocols play a very important role in TCP/IP communication, the 

architecture and topology of conventional networks is very rigid, inflexible as shown in 

Figure 1 and has not changed in the past decades even when there are huge leaps in 

network speed and topology size. Any change in network caused due to an external event 

often takes long lead times to adapt to such simple changes, during such changes it is of 

vital importance for these networks to be able to converge seamlessly without forklifting 

[1] the existing network. Adding up to such limitations, these networks are built on 

closed, proprietary routing protocols further augmenting to the rigidity and inflexibility, 

thus programming and configuring the routers and switches is an arduous task [2].  

1.1 Background 

The routing protocols have contributed in communication over the Internet 

architecture, the data packets sent from the source traverse through the Internet 

constituting routers, switches, etc. to reach their respective destination. Due to the 

proprietary routing protocols and topology of conventional networks, it is wide-open to 

lot of bottlenecks leading to performance degradation.  
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Figure 1. Rigid Conventional Architecture 

 

With the growth in unforeseen failures and attacks, the ability of failure detection 

and recovery has become critical in today's world. Similarly, the need to transfer 

information from a source to a given destination during link failures or when changes in 

the topological information occur is also very crucial. Given a circumstance, it is 

important to be able to predict/ know the approximate maximum time it takes for a 

network to converge in order to avoid and/or minimize loss of packets/data [3], [4]. 

Routing convergence time is considered as one of the vital performance indicator and 

design goal for determining the performance of the routing protocol [5] and is of prime 

importance for networks, the faster the routers running the protocol help the network to 

converge during failure the more reliable it is to be used in real time applications [6]. 

Every routing protocol should be able to quickly adapt to topological changes and deliver 
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data to the destination [7]. When a link/node failure occurs, the main job of these 

protocols is to quickly detect link failure and find an alternative route to reach the 

destination [4].  In conventional networks, every router possesses the entire topology 

information of the network in its routing table, it has to transmit/send the link change 

information to different parts of the network which affects the routing convergence time 

[3]. 

The emergence of SDN provides a hope in solving the above stated problem of 

conventional networks. 

 

 

Figure 2. Conventional Network vs SDN Network Architecture [8] 

 

From Figure 2, in SDN, the control plane (network plane) and the data plane 

(forwarding plane) are decoupled thus enabling direct provision of programming the 

network plane [9], [10]. Due to the presence of the controller in SDN networks, the 

controller transfers the control power of the data packets [3], [10] from the data plane 

switches to the central controller, the controller changes the topology information and 

performs routing thus stipulating faster convergence in comparison to conventional 
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networks.  The main purpose of SDN is moving towards centralized network architecture 

breaking free from the outdated rigid and inflexible architecture thus introducing agile 

and dexterous rerouting based on network conditions [11] to improve network 

performance and convergence mechanism. 

1.2  Related Work 

  Many papers in past indicate research in comparative study of routing 

convergence time of different routing protocols for conventional networks and analyzing 

which routing protocol has the least routing convergence time/which routing protocol 

converges faster and how it will affect the performance of the networks. Reference [5] 

used OPNET simulation tool and real equipment to compare the convergence duration of 

routing protocols RIP, OSPF and EIGRP in conventional networks, and analyzed how it 

would affect the packet loss and quality of real time application. From this work, they 

drew conclusions that in both using simulation and real time the convergence for EIGRP 

is much faster compared to OSPF and RIP whereas RIP took the longest time to converge 

in both the scenarios. Similarly, in the paper referenced [12], it discussed the process of 

choosing the routing protocols (involves distance vector/link state or both) by capturing 

the traffic generated by each of the protocols and analyzing it, the conclusion drawn was 

convergence time of OSPF was faster than others. 

 

       Paper [13] indicates they developed a model which could achieve better network 

convergence based on the traffic variations thus improving network dependency and 

traffic performance. Along similar lines, from [14], they used SSFNet simulator to build 

conventional networks where they tried to investigate the relationship between BGP 
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routing convergence time and the configuration of the Minimum Route Advertisement 

Interval (MRAI) timer for every simulated conventional network topology. Likewise, in 

[3] they studied ping response time w.r.t to varying packet forwarding delay using Open 

Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol and OpenFlow protocol to study the behavior of 

routing convergence time performance [3]. 

1.3 Motivation 

     Up to now in Section 1.2, most of the papers which have been discussed previously 

have tried to study, assess and analyze the routing convergence time of dynamic routing 

protocols only in the conventional networks. Through this thesis, we believe that our 

study can throw light upon many advantages in SDN with regards to faster convergence 

during node and link failures in contrast to archaic conventional networks, thus the main 

contributions of this thesis is evaluating/comparing the performance of two different 

technologies namely SDN routing/forwarding using OpenFlow protocol and 

conventional routing using Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) with respect to routing 

convergence time and topological size. On comparison we study the convergence time 

behavior with different network sizes i.e. continuous increase in network topology size. 

1.4  Problem statement 

As described in Section 1.1, routing convergence time is considered as one of the 

vital performance indicator and design goal for determining the performance of the 

routing protocol [5] and is of prime importance for networks, the faster the routers 

running the protocol help the network to converge during failure the more dependable it 

is to be used in real time applications [6].  
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We know, from the reference [15] that the size of the network (topology size) 

plays a significant role in routing convergence time, a larger network will converge 

slower than a smaller one. Likewise, in [16], [17] where they compared convergence time 

for different network sizes w.r.t time function and the results showed a logarithmic 

relationship between topology size and routing convergence time in peer-to-peer (P2P) 

networks, there was a consistent change in the convergence time with continuous increase 

in network size. Thus, in this thesis, we study the performance of SDN routing using 

OpenFlow protocol and conventional routing using BGP protocol with respect to routing 

convergence time and increase in topological size. 

 

1.5 Thesis Contribution 

This thesis aims to show that the routing convergence time is improved in SDN 

as compared to conventional networks. The contributions of this thesis are listed as 

follows: 

1. It discusses about SDN networks and its advantages over conventional networks. 

2. It discusses the importance of convergence process and routing convergence time. 

3. Provides an assessment between the BGP and SDN routing and convergence 

process analysis. 

4. It evaluates the performance in terms of routing convergence time with increasing 

topology size. 

5. A comparison between SDN and conventional networks is performed in terms of 

routing convergence time to reveal the superior performance of SDN networks. 
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1.6 Organization of the thesis 

This thesis titled “Comparative analysis of SDN and Conventional networks 

using routing protocols” is arranged into six chapters. The chapters have been organized 

in the following manner. 

 

             In Chapter 1, discusses the brief history of conventional networks in terms of 

routing protocol mechanism, its drawbacks leading to acknowledgement of SDN 

networks.  

            In Chapter 2, explains the concept of convergence and the importance of routing 

convergence time that this thesis addresses along with details about the software tools 

used, experimental topologies implemented, the investigational experiment scheme, and 

the necessary settings. 

In Chapter 3, introduces the BGP protocol in conventional networks and gives a 

detailed discussion about the concept of routing process in BGP. It explains and analyses 

the convergence process of BGP.  

            In Chapter 4, gives a comprehensive discussion about the concept of software 

defined networking. It elucidates the main highlights of SDN in terms routing mechanism 

using OpenFlow protocol.  

In Chapter 5, illustrates graphs and discusses the results and of the experimental 

implementation.  

Chapter 6, concludes the thesis with summarizable results and a discussion about 

the future work.  
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 Convergence Process 

Convergence is defined as the state in which the routers come to an agreement on 

the best paths for sending packets to the destination thus in turn completely updating their 

routing tables and possessing similar topological intelligence about the network in which 

they function [18], [19],  [20], [21], [22]. For the routers operating on dynamic protocols 

in a network, convergence is an essential parameter to operate correctly [23]. Whenever 

a link or node failure occurs, basically any change in the topology of the network gives 

rise to convergence [18], [19], and [20].  

During convergence every router will independently re-compute alternative paths 

and construct a new routing table based on the new information attained, once these tables 

have been updated with the changes, convergence is completed and the transfer of data 

packets resumes from the source to destination [20], [21]. The data attained by the routers 

must not conflict with any other router's routing table information, they must possess the 

correct topology information exchanged with each other [24], [25]. A network is said to 

be converged if the routers know how the network looks like, which links are up/down 

and which are the best routes to reach every destination [12].  

Routers are intelligent devices which make their own routing decisions, this 

intelligence is a big boon as it allows the networks to be more efficient, faster, and robust 

without any human interference, but due to poor designing of networks it could lead to 

malicious attacks, threats, overloading and instability. 

The concept of convergence helps in planning for network capacity, service 

capacity and criticality of infrastructure mainly in terms of network designing in order to 

avoid network overloading or suspicious attacks leading to instability and uncertainty 
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[21], [26]. Nowadays, telephone lines are connected to switches, if a switch goes down 

in the network then convergence is necessary for recovery/failover situations to transfer 

to alternate lines. 

2.1 Routing Convergence Time 

The time the routers take to come to an agreement with regards to the new 

topology after their routing tables are completely updated is called routing convergence 

time.  

From [27], it describes routing convergence time as the sum of failure detection 

time, flooding of information time, processing the routing updates time, computation & 

installation paths time and rerouted (alternative) path time. In other words, elaborating 

reference [27], the basic definition of routing convergence time can be defined as the time 

taken by the network to re-establish its connectivity after a failure event occurs until the 

traffic is rerouted through an alternative path. 

It depends on various parameters such as: 

a) topology size i.e. the number of routers using the routing protocols within 

the network,  

b) distance of routers (from point of link failure),  

c) bandwidth and traffic load on the network links,  

d) static/ dynamic routing protocol used [15], [21]. 

          The routing convergence time is predominately affected by: link failure detection, 

link change propagation, wait time for comparing topology information, best path 

computation time, RIB (Routing Information Base), and FIB (Forwarding Information 

Base) update time [1] in a network. 
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            Especially in conventional networks, the network stability and convergence time 

are mostly affected because of the speed at which the failures are identified and 

transmitted over the entire network depending on the number of routers present and the 

processing capabilities of all the routers in the network [1]. The size of the network is 

quarantined as the major contributor to network performance [1]. 

2.2 Software Tools and Specifications 

For SDN networks, we use Floodlight v1.2 [28] controller as the main controller 

for the network in the first VM (Virtual Machine) using OpenFlow 1.1, Mininet 2.1.0 (a 

network simulator) [29], [30], [28] is used to create the network consisting of switches, 

routers and hosts [3], [29] as well as to measure the routing convergence time in the 

second VM. Using commands in Mininet the entire network (second VM) is linked to the 

Floodlight Controller (first VM) using OpenFlow protocol. The entire process and source 

code is explained in detail in the Appendices Section. 

For conventional networks, we use Packet Tracer 6.1 (network simulation and 

visualization tool) for creating the network consisting of switches, routers and hosts 

enabling manual programming of routing protocols in the routers. In both networks, the 

real timer (ms), ping and traceroute commands are used for measuring the routing 

convergence time. The ping command is used to establish an interaction between the 

hosts in the network, the total amount of time taken by the source to send a packet to the 

destination and for the destination to send/echo a response back to the source about 

receiving it is called the response time [31].  

The traceroute command prints out the complete path taken by a packet to reach 

a particular destination from the source, basically the path output here indicates the IP 
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addresses of all the forwarding entities (like routers, switches in between) of the 

connection. This route related information that the command prints out can be very handy 

while debugging any network related issues [32]. 

2.3 Topologies Implemented 

In this work, using Mininet network simulator the three topologies are created: 8 

nodes, 16 nodes and 80 nodes with 2 hosts for conventional networks and SDN networks. 

The routers in the conventional network are manually configured with BGP protocol and 

assigned appropriate AS (Autonomous System) numbers. In SDN network, all the 

switches in the network are directly connected to the controller. The topology diagrams 

for conventional networks are shown below in Figure 3, 4, and 5: 

 

Figure 3. 8 Node Topology (Conventional) 

 

Figure 4. 16 Node Topology (Conventional) 
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Figure 5. 80 Node Topology (Conventional) 

 

 

The topology diagrams for SDN networks are shown below in Figure 6, 7, and 8: 

 

 

Figure 6. 8 Node Topology (SDN) 
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Figure 7. 16 Node Topology (SDN) 

 

 

 

Figure 8. 80 Node Topology (SDN) 
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2.4 Experimental Scheme 

In the simulation experiment, the bandwidth is set as 10 Mbps and link delay is 0 ms 

to calculate the routing convergence time. Table 1 and Figure 18 in Section 5 show the 

various values obtained for routing convergence time at different link positions for both 

conventional and SDN networks. 

        The experimental scheme for this work is explained below: 

1. First a stable communication is established between host 1 (H1) and host 2 (H2) 

by firing a continuous ping test over the main path established, the main path is 

detected using traceroute command as shown in Figure 9.  The main path remains 

the same for all the topologies indicated. 

2. The Link 1 as shown in Figure 10 is broken/disrupted down and wait until the 

connectivity for ping is restored via alternative path. The time from the disruption 

till again the connectivity is established, this time is the routing convergence time 

and it is recorded by observing the ping statistics.  

3. After the disruption, since the alternative path is selected, communication is 

established via the alternative path as shown in Figure 11.  

4. Then the Link 1 is restored back up, the communication resumes via the main 

path.  

5. The same process from step 1 to 4 is repeated 50 times and finally the average of 

all the readings is taken.  

6. Likewise, the above process is repeated for links at different positions (i.e. Link 

2, 3 and 4) for the given networks with different topology sizes as shown in Figure 

3,  4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.  
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Figure 9. 8 Node Topology indicating the Main Path 

 

 

Figure 10. Link 1 is broken down 

 

 

Figure 11. 8 Node Topology indicating the Alternate/ rerouted path 
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 BGP Convergence Analysis 

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is globally used, since the early days of the 

Internet, it is a shortest path-vector protocol – in other words, a distance-vector protocol 

to route traffic between Autonomous Systems (AS) and domains, i.e., networks belonging 

to different administrative entities. BGP is a distributed protocol, over which ASes 

exchange routing information with their neighbors, and establish route paths.  

An Autonomous System (AS) is a single entity/collection of entities whose 

prefixes and routing policies are under common administrative control (e.g. network 

service provider, a large company, a university, a division of a company, or a group of 

companies) [33].  

A prefix is referred to as a route announcement [34]. A route contains prefixes 

(which is composed of IP addresses being broadcasted and also a path of AS numbers 

(ASN), indicating which ASes the packet must pass through in order to reach a respective 

destination [35]. 

In short, a prefix is a part of a BGP route, and will be exchanged between BGP 

neighbors in a BGP update message [35]. 

If an AS exchanges routing information with other ASes on the Internet, it needs 

to have an ASN, for exchanging routing information, particularly in identifying paths 

through multiple ASes via BGP, the Border Gateway Protocol [33]. 

3.1 Routing Process 

The BGP routing process takes place as described below: 

a) Once a session is established and BGP messages are exchanged, R1 enters the 

“BGP Read-Only Mode” [36], this indicates that R1 will not start the BGP Best-
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Path selection process until it either receives all prefixes from R2. The reason to 

hold the BGP best-path selection process is to ensure that the peer has supplied us 

all routing information [36], [37], [38].  

b) This implementation sends a KEEPALIVE [37] message once the updates are sent 

to the peer. If there are larger routing tables then the best-path selection process 

will cause a longer delay due to the exchange of tables. 

c) Once R1 leaves the read-only mode, it compares the new information with its 

routing table (RIB) contents and starts the best-path selection, selecting the best-

path for every prefix. This process takes time proportional to the amount of the 

new informational learned [36], [37], and [38]. 

d) Once the best-path is elected, BGP has to upload all routes to the RIB, before 

advertising them to the peers. Before propagating the best path information, it will 

upload the routing information in its RIB before advertising [36], [37], and [38]. 

e) Then RIB upload will in turn trigger forwarding table (FIB) information upload, 

both RIB and FIB updates are time-consuming [36], [37]. 

f) After information has been uploaded to FIB, R1 needs to send the best-path 

information to every peer that should receive it.  

g) R1 starts sending updates to all the routers in the network and they in turn will 

upload the best path information in their RIB and FIB.  

3.2 BGP Convergence Analysis 

  

           When a routing change occurs (e.g., a link is down, etc.), it will take some time 

for R1 to realize that the connection is no longer valid [39]. 
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1) R1 will first remove the invalid routes from its routing and forwarding tables, then it 

sends BGP MESSAGE updates to its neighbors to inform them about the link down [39]. 

In BGP there are two types of update messages sent and they are: 

a) Advertisement: This message informs neighboring routers of a new path added to 

the network for a destination. Transmits new route advertisement from the 

originating source to a destination [14].  

b) Withdrawal: It is an update indicating that a previously advertised destination is 

no longer available [14]. 

Every BGP message contains new information pertaining to a set of path attributes. 

Therefore, if new information about a disrupted path needs to be transmitted then it 

requires a separate UPDATE message to be sent. In this work, more emphasis is given 

for interruption or withdrawal of the connection. 

2) When the neighboring AS will receive these updates, it will calculate and change any 

needed updates (if any are there) for its routing table, it will in turn send updates (with 

withdrawal messages) to its own neighbors withdrawing the lost routes. Thus the BGP 

updates will propagate over the entire network in this way [36], [37], and [38]. 

3)  The withdrawal updates are processed by the neighbors, they will choose the alternate 

best paths, if there are larger routing tables then the best-path selection process will cause 

a longer delay due to the exchange of tables. 

4)  The elected paths are added to their own routing and forwarding tables (FIB and RIB 

tables) [14], [36], [37], and [38], both RIB and FIB updates are time-consuming.  

5)  Then the neighbors will broadcast their new best paths.  
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6)  The router processes incoming BGP updates, elects new best paths, and adds them in 

routing and forwarding tables and continues to propagate these updates to other ASes 

[36], [37], and [38]. Larger the topology size, longer it takes to propagate the updates to 

different parts of the network thus increasing the routing convergence time. 

7) Once a new path is elected then the connection is established and transfer of 

information resumes [36], [37], and [38].  
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 SDN Convergence Analysis  

          In SDN, the controller is the “brains” of the SDN network (control plane), the 

controller uses the OpenFlow protocol (Southbound API) to connect and configure the 

network devices (routers, switches, etc.) to determine the best path for transmitting 

information. The OpenFlow protocol defines the communication between the Floodlight 

controller and the switches via a set of messages which are sent to and from the controller 

to the switch [40]. The controller programs the switch via these messages thus providing 

fine-grained control over the data traffic as shown in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12. SDN Network Architecture [40] 
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         A secure channel which is a path between the controller and the devices via which 

the messages flow takes place is used by controller for communications [40]. The 

controller performs basic programming like define, add, update, modify, and delete flows, 

here a flow is a set of packets transferred from one network endpoint(s) to another 

endpoint(s). The OpenFlow Switch (data plane) [40], [41] shown in Figure 17 consists of 

one or more flow tables and a group table as shown in Figure 13, 14, and 16.  

The switch matches headers, modifies packets, and forwards them based on a set of 

forwarding/flow tables and associated instructions for the particular flows at a very high 

speed. These tables are programmed by the controller, it sets all the packet-matching and 

forwarding rules in the switch [40]. 

 

Figure 13. Flow entries [40] 

 

 

Figure 14. Generic flow table [40] 

  

The flow table consists of flow entries as shown in Figure 13 and 14. 
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4.1 Routing/ Forwarding Process 

The SDN routing/ forwarding process is described as below: 

1) Using the secure channel, the messaging between the controller and switch takes 

place. 

2) If the IP address of the controller is known then the switch will initiate this 

connection. The messages can be sent by either the controller or the switch 

without being implored by the other. 

3) Once the secure channel has been set up, hello messages are exchanged between 

them. 

4) The controller sets the configuration parameters of the switch through the 

SET_CONFIG [40] message during the primary phase of the controller-switch 

dialogue. 

5) The controller supervises the switch via the OpenFlow protocol, the controller can 

add, update, and delete flow entries. These flows describe a set of rules that the 

switch should take when a packet enters the incoming port of the switch. 

6) In the switch, each flow table has a set of flow entries; each flow entry consists of 

match/header fields, counters, and a set of instructions to apply to matching 

packets [40] as shown in Figure 13, 14 and 17. 

a. Match/header fields: used to match against packets. If the packet matches 

a flow entry in a flow table, the corresponding instruction set is executed 

like directing the packet to another flow table. 

b. Counters: used to track statistics about how many packets have been 

forwarded or dropped for this flow. 
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c. Instructions/actions: what the switch must do with the packet after the 

matching is performed. 

7) There are three essential  options for the packet which arrives at the incoming port 

of the switch as shown in Figure 15 and 17: 

•A. Forward the packet out to a local port possibly if header field is modified. 

• B. The packet is dropped. 

• C. Passing the packet to the controller [40]. 

8) If a table miss occurs where the packet does not match a flow entry in a flow table, 

by default the switch sends the packets to the controller via a packet-in message 

[40], another options is to drop the packet as shown in Figure 17.  

  
Figure 15. Essential options for the packet arriving at the switch [40] 
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Figure 16. Group Table [40] 

 

Figure 17. OpenFlow V.1.1 switch [40] 
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4.2 SDN Convergence Analysis 

The SDN convergence process is as follows: 

1) Whenever a failure occurs in a network like port down/link failure/neighbor fails, the 

SDN switch will first detect that a failure has occurred through PORT_STATUS which 

communicates changes [40], [42]. 

2) The switch uses the ERROR message to notify the controller about the failure by 

sending a message to the controller [40]. 

3) Once controller is notified about a failure the controller will use the knowledge of the 

entire network to compute new flows which do not use the failed component during 

transfer [42]. The controller chooses the rerouted/alternate path from the flow tables 

maintained by it. 

4) Using the FLOW_MOD message, the controller changes the current flow entries in the 

switch such that all flows will avoid the failed element such that the switch that identified 

the failure will reroute the flows [40]. 

5) Using the FLOW_MOD(MODIFY) command [40] controller seeks to modify the 

corresponding flow entry where the MODIFY command will notify the switch to 

change/modify the field headers like VLAN headers, Ethernet source and destination 

address, and IP source and destination address [40] may be changed. 

6) The controller will update its own flow table information and then pushes the same 

data onto the switch in the network. 

7) Switches which are affected by the failure will receive the updated flow table 

information from the controller and will in turn update their flow tables with the 

information received [42]. 
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8) Next when a packet enters the switch, the switch matches the packet’s header field 

with its new flow table information, if a match is found in the flow table then it forwards 

the packet out to the necessary local port [40].  

9) If the packet does not match the flow entry then the packet is dropped or passed to the 

controller for further processing [40]. 

10) The switch also consists of a group table having group entries, each entry consisting 

of one or more actions buckets. These actions buckets are defined by the controller that 

are applied before the packet arrives at the port then the switch forwards to the correct 

port. 

11) If there is a change in next hop of the IP routing tables in the controller, the controller 

can change all the flows by reprogramming the single group entry for rerouting. 

12) Flow entries may also point to a group, which specifies additional processing. These 

groups are used to represent set of actions for flooding even complex forwarding 

functions e.g. multipath, fast reroute.  

13) When the next hop has been altered due to a single routing update, changing a single 

group entry’s action bucket is clearly faster than updating the potentially large number of 

flow entries. Whenever a link fails, the switch detects it and the controller traverses all 

the flows so that they don't pass through the failed element. 

Rather than relying on decentralized and distributed negotiations between routers, 

in SDN the flow tables are instead computed and calculated by a centralized controller, 

thus routing convergence can be accelerated by replacing the decentralized routing 

protocols and rigid system architecture with a centralized controller scheme and 

arrangement. 
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 Results and Graphical analysis  

The table consisting of values for routing convergence calculated for all the topologies 

is below: 

 

Table 1. Comparison of Routing Convergence Time with Error bounds 
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5.1 Graphical Representation 

Graph depicting the Routing convergence time for all the topologies 

 

Figure 18. Comparison of Routing Convergence Time with Error bounds 

 

5.2 Result Analysis 

        From Figure 18 and Table 1 we see that the routing convergence time of SDN 

networks is lesser compared to Conventional Networks for all the three topologies. The 

explanation for this phenomenon lies in the convergence process of SDN and 

conventional networks as indicated in Section 3.2 and 4.2. From the graph in Figure 5 the 

following two outcomes/results can be drawn, the first result is explained below: 
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        The first result observed is the convergence time SDN networks is lesser compared 

to Conventional Networks for all the three topologies, the explanation is below: 

       From Section 3.2, the causes for delayed routing convergence time in conventional 

networks occur due to the process of uploading both the RIB and FIB updates are time-

consuming and the new information obtained is always been compared with the local 

routing table information on a consistent basis [14], [36], [37], [38]. Further before 

sending the new updates about the rerouted path, the withdrawal messages are sent to the 

neighbors withdrawing the lost routes in turn enhancing the routing convergence time 

[36], [37], and [38]. 

The process of failure detection and propagation by means of BGP mechanics is slow, in 

BGP if the damage is severe, the information about it is transmitted at a slow pace. 

       In contrast to conventional networks, from Section 4.2 the controller performs the 

routing convergence work in the SDN network since whenever a failure occurs in a 

network like port down/link failure/neighbor fails, the SDN switch will detect that a 

failure and communicate that change to the controller, and the controller performs the job 

of routing  thus the routing convergence time in SDN networks depends on link down 

detection, topology message update time (from controller to switch and vice versa) and 

flow table update time, thus the routing convergence time is less compared to 

conventional networks. 

 

      The second result observed from the Figure 18and Table 1, the convergence time 

keeps increasing as the topology size increases from 8 to 80 nodes in conventional 

networks, this occurs because when there is a change in a network then the BGP protocol 
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must send updates to all the routers to update their routing tables through the links. 

Flooding [43], [44], is similar to broadcasting, it is a way of distributing routing 

information updates quickly to every node in a large network [43], [44]. Thus the 

information of the failed link is propagated through flooding. Flooding, of course, scales 

linearly with topological scale since it uses every path in the network [45].Thus as the 

topology size/ number of routers keeps increasing, the protocol has to send updates and 

advertise new routes to all the routers, withdraw all the failed routes from all the routers 

in the network and also the routers in the network take time to update their own RIB and 

FIB tables in turn affecting and enhancing the routing convergence time [3]. 

           In contrast, in SDN networks, instead of flooding the only device which is updated 

is the controller and the routing updates are not propagated over the entire network [4], 

thus the routing convergence time is less affected in this case. Once the controller finds 

the rerouted path it will push to the affected switches instead of transmitting to all devices. 

Next when a packet enters the switch, the switch matches the packet’s header and 

forwards the packet out to the necessary local port [4], [41]. If no match is found in a flow 

table, the default is to forward the packet to the controller over the OpenFlow channel or 

to drop the packet [40]. 

 From Table 1, after computing the error bounds, assuming that it is a Gaussian 

distribution with 95% confidence, in SDN networks, even though there is a trend in the 

routing convergence time values, these values are within the permissible acceptable error 

bound. 
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 Conclusion and Future Work 

            This section of the thesis presents a precise summarizable conclusion of the 

comparison done in terms of routing convergence time and topology scale along with 

future research for this work. 

 

6.1  Conclusion 

The conclusion drawn from this work is when there is a change in a network like 

link/node failures the routing convergence time in conventional networks continues to 

increase with increase in topology scale, because the information of the failed link/node 

is propagated through flooding in order to update all the routing tables of the routers. 

Since flooding scales linearly with topology scale, it affects the routing convergence time. 

Thus as the topology size/ number of routers keeps increasing, the protocol has to send 

updates and advertise new routes to all the routers, withdraw all the failed routes from all 

the routers in the network and also the routers in the network take time to update their 

own RIB and FIB tables in turn affecting and enhancing the routing convergence time. 

  In case of SDN networks, with increase in topology scale there is not much 

significant change in routing convergence time. Since the controller performs the routing 

convergence work and the topology information of the network is not maintained by the 

switches, when there is a change in the network instead of being flooded, the information 

goes to the controller, which sends the updated routing tables to the affected switches and 

doesn't have to update the information to all the devices in the network so the routing 

convergence time is not much affected and moderately stable. 
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In conventional networks, the routing convergence time is greatly influenced by 

the following parameters: failure detection and propagation, BGP message update time, 

FIB and RIB update time, withdrawal process (of lost routes) and advertising new routes 

to neighbors in BGP protocol, these parameters are the causes for delayed routing 

convergence time in conventional networks. Moreover, failure detection and propagation 

by means of BGP mechanics is slow. 

The routing convergence time in SDN networks depends on: link down detection, 

topology message update time (from controller to switch and vice versa) and flow table 

update time, thus the routing convergence time is less compared to conventional 

networks. 

 

6.2  Future Work 

       The research work for the routing convergence time of the two networks can be 

analyzed from the aspects of other routing protocols available, varying different 

parameters in the network like in terms of link delay, maximum queue size, routing table 

scale and flow table scale with appropriate and available experimental settings and tools. 

      In this work, ring topology has been used, for future research different topologies 

like mesh, hybrid or even complex topologies can be used to measure and study the 

behavior of the routing convergence time taking various distinctive factors into 

consideration when using different topologies varying in sizes and shapes. 
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 Appendices 

8.1 Experimental Procedure 

In SDN networks, first build and run Floodlight within the first VM using the 

following commands: 

floodlight $ ant              build Floodlight 

floodlight $ java -jar target/floodlight.jar  run Floodlight 

The distance between the controller and the nodes is equivalent to 1 hop. 

In Mininet (second VM), the topology is created and connected to the Floodlight 

using the following commands, 

cd mininet 

mininet$ cd custom 

mininet/custom$ nano ring.py   type in the source code for the 8 node topology 

mininet/custom$ sudo mn --custom ring.py --topo mytopo --controller=remote, 

ip=156.110.167.188, port=6653 --switch ovsk, protocols=OpenFlow13 

mininet> h1 ping -c h2      ping command 

mininet> link s1 s2 down  disable the link to measure the routing convergence time in 

Section 2.4 

mininet> link s1 s2 up       to bring the link back up  

Likewise, in conventional networks, select the Command prompt of Host 1/PC 1, first 

stable communication is established using ping command between Host 1 (H1) and Host 

2 (H2) in the CLI, then using the Del option the link is disabled to measure routing 

convergence time as indicated in Section 2.4. 
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8.2 Source Code 

The source code for the 8 node topology with file name ‘ring.py’ is as shown below: 

from mininet.topo import Topo 

from mininet.net import Mininet 

from mininet.node import CPULimitedHost 

from mininet.link import TCLink 

from mininet.util import dumpNodeConnections 

from mininet.log import setLogLevel 

class MyTopo ( Topo ): 

       “Simple topology.” 

    def  __init__( self ): 

              “Create custom topology.” 

              # Initialize topology 

              Topo.__init__( self ) 

              # Add hosts and switches 

              H1 = self.addHost (‘H1’) 

              H2 = self.addHost (‘H2’) 

              S1 = self.addSwitch (‘S1’) 

              S2 = self.addSwitch (‘S2’) 

  S3 = self.addSwitch (‘S3’) 

              S4 = self.addSwitch (‘S4’) 

              S5 = self.addSwitch (‘S5’) 

              S6 = self.addSwitch (‘S6’) 
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              S7 = self.addSwitch (‘S7’) 

              S8 = self.addSwitch (‘S8’) 

              # Add links 

              self.addLink (H1, S1) 

              self.addLink (S1, S2) 

              self.addLink (S2, S3) 

              self.addLink (S3, S4) 

              self.addLink (S4, S8) 

              self.addLink (S1, S5) 

              self.addLink (S5, S6) 

              self.addLink (S6, S7) 

              self.addLink (S7, S8) 

              self.addLink (S8, H2) 

topos = { ‘mytopo’ : (lambda: MyTopo( ) ) }   

Similarly, the above source code can be edited and connected to the Floodlight controller 

accordingly w.r.t the varying topology size (in this work, 16 nodes and 80 nodes topology 

is used, the Add links sections in the code is edited w.r.t. to the topology diagrams 

available in Section 2.3). 

 

 

 

 

 


